RAVE BUSINESS SOLUTIONS

There is no more powerful tool for business than communication
Employees receive more communications than ever before and are distributed more widely across the globe. With Rave, no employee is out of reach. Rise above the noise and reach your employees with differentiated messages via email, voice, text, app push notification and other communication channels. A single communications platform ensures you stay focused on solving the problem, not on communicating that there is one. Wherever your employees are located, you can respond to every need, communicate and protect employees via Rave Business Solutions’ geo-targeted notifications, real-time feedback, and branded mobile app.
Get your message out with timely, routine, and emergency notifications. It only takes two clicks to send messages to all communication modes, reaching your audience as soon as possible.

Target by group and location to get the right message to the right user at the right time. With unlimited administrators, voice, email, text and app push notifications, there is no end to the number of communications you can send and receive.

Leverage employee feedback with two-way communications. If an incident occurs, you can send a check-in poll via phone, text, or email. The answers are collected for instant analysis and you can use the real-time feedback to coordinate your response.

Empower employees to discreetly submit confidential tips via a text message or through a mobile app. The See Something, Say Something technology increases engagement and prevents staff from withholding timely, critical information. When a tip is received, Corporate Security or key personnel can respond with a message to gather more information, if needed.

As a part of your duty of care, you are accountable for the safety and security of your employees. With emergency employee notifications, personal safety apps, employee check-ins, and panic buttons, you can further establish robust security operations to protect employees and communicate with them during and after ongoing incidents.

During on-going incident management, teams can utilize unlimited audience segmentation for targeted, two-way communications. Safety and Security teams or key personnel can issue wellness checks and geo-targeted notifications to on-site, lone, traveling or remote workers.

Mitigate risk and speed up disaster recovery with two-way communications, hosted content, response team mobilizations, system integrations, and redundant business communications. Through an incident management and response dashboard, you can create templates and workflows to tie into your business continuity plans.

In the event you have a system-wide failure, you can utilize Rave as your communications backbone until operations are up and running. When you need to send a message, you can trust that it will go out immediately and not be queued. Global reports in the reporting dashboard show overall system performance to help develop post-action reports for future incident planning and response.
## COMMUNICATE
- Mass Notifications
- Group Messaging
- Two-Way Communications
- Multi-Channel Delivery
- Redundant Business Communications
- Unlimited Voice and Text
- Emergency Notifications
- Reporting Dashboard
- Customizable Permissions

## COLLABORATE
- Polling and Response
- Visitor Opt-in
- Anonymous Tip Submission
- Management & Response
- Team Mobilizations
- Automated Weather Notifications
- Automated Data Loading
- Comprehensive APIs
- Direct Application Integrations

## RESPOND
- Employee Check-ins/Wellness Checks
- Geo-targeted Alerts
- Lone Worker Protection
- Personal Safety Mobile App
- Incident Management and Response Dashboard
- Inbound Hotline
- Panic Buttons
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### Why Choose Rave?

#### UNLIMITED USAGE
Unlimited administrators can send unlimited voice, text and email messages to unlimited recipients.

#### RELIABLE PERFORMANCE
Backed by geo-redundant data centers, our technology platform ensures high performance and unmatched availability.

#### UP AND RUNNING IN DAYS
With no hardware or software on-premise installation, implementation can be completed in a matter of days.

#### OUR CUSTOMERS LOVE US
Thousands benefit from our 24/7/365 customer support and we have the renewal rate and references to prove it.
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**CONTACT US TODAY**
Discover how Rave’s customizable solutions fit your business.

888-605-7164 • sales@ravemobilesafety.com • www.ravemobilesafety.com